Abstract: Although a variety of studies have found robust links between religious/spiritual (r/s) struggle and poorer well-being, only a few have examined the means by which r/s struggle affects mental well-being. The present paper aims to examine religious support and meaning making as mediators of the relationship between r/s struggle and well-being. The study included 226 adults, 108 women and 118 men, aged between 17 and 78 years. We applied the Religious and Spiritual Struggle Scale, Religious Support Scale, Meaning Making Scale, and Psychological Well-Being Scale. The results demonstrated that both religious support and meaning making were mediators in the relationship between r/s struggles and well-being. During moral or demonic struggles, many people reportedly feel supported by their religion, make meaning based on these positive religious experiences, and in turn experience greater well-being. Conversely, during divine, ultimate meaning, and interpersonal struggles people may feel like God does not support them, which may lead to difficulties reframing their religious experience, and adversely influence well-being. The findings from this study underscore the multifaceted character of r/s struggle: during different types of r/s struggle people may feel that religion is a source of support for them or, by contrast, they may feel deprived of religious support, which can lead to an increase or decrease of well-being, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Religion is a source of support and consolation for many people as well as a predictor of mental health and personal adjustment (Fatima et al. 2018; Koenig et al. 2012; Park and Slattery 2013). A vast majority of research has confirmed negative correlations between religiosity and depression and anxiety (Park and Slattery 2013) and positive correlations between religiosity and the sense of happiness, well-being, and satisfaction with life (Bradshaw and Kent 2018). However, religion does not always bring comfort, and it also has the potential for strain and internal conflicts. When some persons think that adverse events that happen in their life are unjust, they may blame God, distrust God or feel angry with God (Exline et al. 2011). Some people are hurt by members of their religious community or clergy (Krause et al. 2000). There are also people who try to live according to their religious faith but feel tension because they cannot satisfy these demands. Some individuals believe that they are victims of supernatural forces (Exline 2013). Researchers have coined the term religious or spiritual (r/s) struggle to define a wide range of phenomena, all marked by strains and conflicts related to religion or spirituality (Exline 2013).
Empirical evidence from diverse studies including non-clinical and clinical samples has supported the association of r/s struggle with poor mental health and low well-being (Exline et al. 2015; Exline et al. 2011). However, the mechanisms responsible for these processes have not been profoundly investigated (Ellison et al. 2013; Zarzycka 2017). Our study was designed to examine whether religious support and meaning making can explain the relationship between r/s struggle and psychological well-being.

1.1. Religious and Spiritual Struggle and Well-Being

R/s struggles can be characterized as tension, strain, and conflicts about sacred matters. Exline and colleagues (Exline et al. 2014; Stauner et al. 2016) distinguished six types of r/s struggle: divine struggle involves negative emotions centered on beliefs about God or a perceived relationship with God; demonic struggle involves concerns that the devil or evil spirits are attacking an individual or causing negative events; interpersonal struggle involves concerns about negative experiences with religious people or institutions; moral struggle involves wrestling with attempts to follow moral principles and feelings of worry or guilt about perceived offenses committed; ultimate meaning struggle involves concerns about whether one’s life has a deeper purpose; and religious doubt involves feeling uncertain about religious beliefs. Thus, r/s struggles may refer directly to supernatural agents (e.g., the devil, the divine). They may be intrapsychic and encompass one’s own thoughts, experiences, or actions (e.g., the sense of guilt or religion-related doubts). Finally, struggles may be interpersonal and encompass negative experiences related to clergy, religious institutions, or the other faithful.

The vast majority of empirical data suggest that r/s struggle is related to poor mental health (see for a review Exline 2013; Zarzycka 2017). These trends were confirmed by meta-analyses and by studies conducted in non-clinical and clinical samples. For example, a meta-analysis of 49 studies demonstrated positive associations between r/s struggle and social dysfunctions, depression, negative mood, anxiety, and a sense of guilt (Ano and Vasconcelles 2005). Similar relationships were reported in a meta-analysis of 147 studies (98,975 respondents) (Smith et al. 2003). Studies conducted in non-clinical samples encompassed students (Bryant and Astin 2008), adults (Nielsen 1998), and Presbyterian ministers (Pargament et al. 2001), as well as representatives of various religious traditions: Islam (Abu-Raiya et al. 2015), Judaism (Rosmarin et al. 2009) and Christianity (Krause et al. 1998). Although research has repeatedly demonstrated associations between r/s struggle and poor mental health, the findings primarily included r/s struggle as a general category or as negative religious coping (Ano and Pargament 2013; Exline et al. 2014). Given that r/s struggle covers a wide range of phenomena, assessing specific types of r/s struggle in relation to well-being would be more informative than assessing a general category (Zarzycka 2017).

As far as specific types of r/s struggle are concerned, empirical evidence from diverse studies including clinical and non-clinical samples support the negative association of divine struggle with well-being (Exline et al. 2015). In recent years, research has also included ultimate meaning (Wilt et al. 2018). In light of this literature review, the first objective of the present study was formulated to assess the specific roles of divine, demonic, moral, ultimate meaning, interpersonal, and doubt struggles in predicting psychological well-being (Hypothesis 1).

1.2. Indirect Relations between R/s Struggle and Well-Being

The question that follows is how the r/s struggle–well-being link can be explained. Park and Slattery (2013, p. 547) developed a conceptual model of the mediational pathways through which various dimensions of religiousness or spirituality may help or hinder mental health. These potential mediators include both religious and nonreligious factors. Smith (2003) also claimed that religiosity exerts its beneficial effects on well-being through moral, psychological, and social factors. Explaining the religiosity–well-being link by religious or spiritual factors has been known as the nonreductionist approach, whereas explaining it by the nonreligious factors has been known as the reductionist approach (Fatima et al. 2018).
We expected that r/s struggle would affect psychological well-being both by religious and nonreligious factors. Some studies have already confirmed this expectation, identifying varied, often non-intuitive, ways in which struggling with God affects mental health. Among religious factors, concerns about personal mortality mediated the r/s struggle–depression link in terminally ill congestive heart failure patients (Edmondson et al. 2008). Spiritual growth has been identified as a mediator in the relationship between moral and demonic struggles with satisfaction with life; spiritual decline was a mediator in the relationship between demonic, moral, and interpersonal struggles with anxiety. Among nonreligious factors, internal dialogues mediated the r/s struggles–well-being link (Zarzycka and Puchalska-Wasyl 2019), whereas meaning making was a mediator in the r/s doubt struggle–satisfaction with life link (Zarzycka and Zietek 2019).

Guided by this framework, we decided to examine a meditational model assessing whether religious support and meaning making might explain the r/s struggle–well-being link. Below, we described these two mediators and our expectations concerning why and how they might explain this r/s struggle–well-being link.

1.3. Religious Support as a Potential Mediator

One of the most recognizable benefits to those involved in religion is the support that comes with that involvement. Religious support differs from other forms of social support, in particular by the fact that there is a consistent framework for understanding meaning of life based on religious values (Park and Slattery 2013). R/s struggles are not experienced in isolation from the broader perspective of the general religiosity and support that a religious person derives from his or her relationship with God. Additionally, during r/s struggle people may be especially likely to seek out support from their religion (e.g., asking God or religious people to support them in their struggle).

The literature has described divine, ultimate meaning, and interpersonal struggles as negative correlates of religious involvement (Exline et al. 2014; Zarzycka et al. 2018). Additionally, divine struggle was reported as a predictor of abandoning religious beliefs (Novotni and Petersen 2001). On the other hand, moral and demonic struggles have been described as positive correlates of religious involvement (Exline et al. 2014; Zarzycka 2017). The research has shown that religiosity strengthens people’s attempts to follow moral principles as well as their feelings of remorse about misdeeds they perceive themselves to have committed (Ward and King 2018). Demonic struggle was associated with positive experiences associated with God (Beck and Taylor 2008), serving a defensive function, and helping people maintain faith by protecting people’s positive images of God (Exline 2013). Thus, during divine, ultimate meaning, and interpersonal struggles, people might feel that God is not their ally, while they might feel supported by God when they make an effort to satisfy moral requirements of their religion or when they resist temptations from evil spirits. Therefore, we hypothesized that divine, interpersonal, and ultimate meaning struggle would be negatively associated with religious support. We also hypothesized that moral and demonic struggle would be positively associated with religious support. As an exploratory part of our study, we hope to examine religious doubt struggle as a predictor of well-being, with religious social support as a mediating variable. It was more difficult to predict the relationships between doubt struggle with religious social support, as they have shown different patterns of associations with religiosity (Exline et al. 2014). Religious support strengthens psychological well-being (Moreira-Almeida et al. 2006) and has consistently been associated with improved overall functioning (Fiala et al. 2002).

1.4. Meaning Making as a Potential Mediator

Meaning plays a significant role in human life and mental health, as it provides individuals with a sense of purpose and goals. Its function seems especially important in the face of existential questions, which need to be addressed by people in the context of difficult moments. Research has demonstrated that stressful situations typically prompt individuals to more explicitly consider and rely on their meaning systems, which become a vital source of orientation and significance (Park 2013). People
struggle to understand what is happening to them, how they can regain a sense of control, restore their sense of the world as fair and good, and feel protected and safe.

For many people, religion is at the core of their meaning systems, influences their beliefs about the self, the world, and their interaction; it provides a framework through which knowledge and experience can be interpreted. R/s struggles are sometimes severe enough that they may include a shaken system of ultimate beliefs (Abu-Raiya et al. 2016). Thus, when shaken spiritually, many people may be especially likely to engage in meaning making which will enable them to come to see or understand the situation in a different way and to review or reform their beliefs and goals in order to regain consistency among them. A meaning system is essential in providing a sense of mastery or control, which is strongly related to well-being.

1.5. The Current Study

The objectives of this study are twofold: (1) to assess the direct relations of divine, demonic, moral, ultimate meaning, interpersonal, and doubt struggles with psychological well-being (PWB) and (2) to assess whether religious support and meaning making mediate the r/s struggles–well-being link. Religious support and meaning making were tested as serial mediators in the relationship between r/s struggle with well-being. We expected that r/s struggle and religious support might work in tandem, predicting meaning making as well as self-reported psychological well-being (Hypothesis 2). There are several reasons for this expectation. First, r/s struggles are not experienced in isolation from the broader perspective of religiousness and support that religious individuals derive from their faith. Second, the influence of religious and spiritual beliefs and practices on mental health operates largely through individuals’ meaning systems. Third, most of the effects of religious variables on health are mediated through an individual’s perceptions, responses, decisions, and behaviors (Park 2013). In accordance with the mediation hypothesis, we proposed to test six mediation models, in which the types of r/s struggle—divine, demonic, moral, ultimate meaning, interpersonal, and doubt—were sequentially examined as predictors of PWB. Religious support and meaning making were tested as mediators in these relationships.

The current study is unique for several reasons. First, initially many studies focused on r/s struggle as a general concept or as negative religious coping strategies rather than assessing specific types of r/s struggle, as has been assessed in the current study. Second, as far as specific types of r/s struggle have been concerned, a vast majority of research focused on divine struggle. Although, since Exline et al. (2014) published their Religious and Spiritual Struggle Scale, research in this area has expanded, mechanisms explaining the relationships between religious struggles and well-being are still unknown. Third, studies assessing the mediating role of meaning making (Zarzycka and Zietek 2019) have not assessed it simultaneously with religious support, as has been done in the current study. Thus, simultaneous assessment of these variables in a single model is likely to provide more comprehensive findings. Fourth, a majority of published studies in this field have used Western, mostly American, samples. Inasmuch as the field of psychology of religion is in a state of rapid growth, there is a need to use samples derived from countries with different cultural backgrounds to carry out cross-cultural comparison, and to test the generalizability of these results.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Respondents and Procedure

The study included 226 adults, 108 women and 118 men, aged between 17 and 78 years. The mean age was 27.68 years (SD = 12.51). All the participants were Caucasians with Polish nationality. Most participants were single (n = 173, 76.9%) and had a secondary school education (n = 179, 80.3%). All of them were Roman Catholics (n = 164, 72.6%). Students in the third year of the undergraduate psychology program at the first author’s university collected data through a web survey. The students were awarded credit points for their involvement in the study. Informed consent was obtained from
all participants. No time constraints to complete the scales were imposed on the participants. The procedure was approved by the Research Ethics Committee at the Institute of Psychology at the first author’s university.

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Religious and Spiritual Struggle Scale (RSSS)

The RSSS is a 26-item instrument that consists of six scales measuring domains of religious and spiritual struggle: (1) Divine (e.g., I felt as though God had let me down); (2) Demonic (e.g., I felt attacked by the devil or by evil spirits); (3) Interpersonal (e.g., I had conflicts with other people about religious/spiritual matters); (4) Moral (e.g., I wrestled with attempts to follow my moral principles); (5) Religious Doubt (e.g., I felt troubled by doubts or questions about religion or spirituality); and (6) Ultimate Meaning (e.g., I questioned whether life really matters) (Exline et al. 2014). The instructions included the following prompt: “From time to time, people experience struggles, are worried about something, or have doubts related to religion and spirituality. With reference to the time span of the last month to today, please assess to what extent you went through the experiences described below.” Then the participants rated the items using a five-point Likert scale, from 1 (not at all/does not apply) to 5 (a great deal). We used a Polish adaptation of the RSSS. The internal consistency of the RSSS subscales obtained in previous research ranged from $\alpha = 0.81$ to 0.93 (Zarzycka et al. 2018) and in this study ranged from $\alpha = 0.82$ to 0.94 (Table 1).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations between the variables included in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Divine</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonic</td>
<td>0.23 ***</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral</td>
<td>0.32 ***</td>
<td>0.42 ***</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate Meaning</td>
<td>0.45 ***</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.34 ***</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>0.41 ***</td>
<td>0.18 **</td>
<td>0.23 **</td>
<td>0.33 ***</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubt</td>
<td>0.60 ***</td>
<td>0.23 ***</td>
<td>0.46 ***</td>
<td>0.54 ***</td>
<td>0.44 ***</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Support</td>
<td>-0.16 *</td>
<td>0.39 ***</td>
<td>0.26 ***</td>
<td>-0.29 ***</td>
<td>-0.33 ***</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning Making</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.16 *</td>
<td>0.28 ***</td>
<td>-0.13 *</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.34 ***</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well-Being</td>
<td>-0.14 *</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.16 *</td>
<td>-0.18 **</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.27 ***</td>
<td>0.46 ***</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$M$ 1.90 1.67 2.49 2.51 2.23 2.21 3.12 3.53 3.60  
$SD$ 1.01 0.98 1.01 1.28 0.96 1.08 1.00 0.79 0.49  
$\alpha$ 0.91 0.94 0.83 0.92 0.82 0.87 0.91 0.88 0.78

Significance level: *** $p < 0.001$; ** $p < 0.01$; * $p < 0.05$.

2.2.2. Religious Support Scale (RSS)

The RSS consists of three seven-item scales, measuring the participant’s perception of support from sources that are relevant to a religious context—God (e.g., God cares about your life and situation), congregation (e.g., You feel appreciated by members of a congregation), and clergy (e.g., You can turn to church leadership for advice when you have problems). Each item was rated on a five-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). As such, higher scores on the RSS indicated a higher degree of feeling religiously supported (Fiala et al. 2002). In order to examine the factorial structure of the Polish RSS, we entered the 21 items into a principal component analysis (PCA) with direct oblimin rotation. This PCA, combined with analysis of a scree plot, suggested a three-factor solution, explaining 73% of total variance. The internal consistency of the RSS obtained in previous research ranged from $\alpha = 0.75$ to 0.91 (Fiala et al. 2002) and in this study $\alpha = 0.91$ (Table 1).

2.2.3. The Meaning-Making Scale (MMS)

The MMS was used to measure participants’ attempts to make meaning of adverse experiences (Abraham and Stein 2015). Theoretical concepts and empirical findings suggest that people engage in
cognitive and emotional processing while attempting to understand the negative experiences they face. Thus, the meaning-making process consists of both cognitive and emotional aspects. The Meaning-Making Scale combines items to capture cognitive and emotional strategies of meaning making (Carver 1997). Participants reported how often they used each meaning-making strategy to deal with their adverse situation. Respondents rated items on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very often). The MMS makes it possible to obtain a general result and results in two subscales: emotional processing (four items, e.g., I take time to figure out what I’m really feeling) and positive reframing (three items, e.g., I look for something good in what is happening). The total score was calculated as the arithmetic mean of answers to all items. The internal consistency of the MMS obtained in previous research was α = 0.81 (Zarzycka and Zietek 2019) and in this study α = 0.83 (Table 1).

2.2.4. Psychological Well-Being Scale (PWBS)

The PWBS is an 18-item instrument that measures six aspects of psychological well-being: personal growth, autonomy, environmental mastery, purpose in life, positive relations with others, and self-acceptance (Ryff 1989). Each aspect is represented by three items; example items for each domain are as follows: I am not afraid to voice my opinions, even when they are in opposition to the opinions of most people (autonomy); In general, I feel I am in charge of the situation in which I live (environmental mastery); I like most aspects of my personality (self-acceptance); I have the sense that I have developed a lot as a person over time (personal growth); Most people see me as loving and affectionate (positive relations); and I have a sense of direction and purpose in life (purpose in life). In the study, we used only the total score, which is a measure of overall well-being and is the mean of all the individual item scores. Response options were from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). The internal consistency of the PWBS obtained in previous research was α = 0.79 (Karas et al. 2013) and in this study α = 0.78 (Table 1).

2.3. Statistical Methods

This study was designed cross-sectionally. First, descriptive statistics (means, standard deviations, and alpha reliabilities) were calculated for all study variables. Second, to test the links between r/s struggle, religious support, meaning making, and well-being, correlational analyses were conducted. Finally, to examine whether the relationships between r/s struggle and well-being are mediated by religious support and meaning making, a series of mediation analyses was performed. Prior to testing the mediation models, raw scores were standardized on all variables (M = 0, SD = 1). Six separate mediation models were tested to assess direct and indirect effects of divine, demonic, moral, ultimate meaning, interpersonal, and doubt struggles on well-being mediated through religious support and meaning making as two serial mediators. We performed all mediation analyses using SPSS’s add-on Process, developed by Hayes (2018). Indirect effects and bias-corrected confidence intervals (CI 95%) were calculated using the bootstrapping procedure. Indirect effects were computed for each of the 5000 bootstrapped samples.

3. Results

3.1. Basic Associations: Religious and Spiritual Struggle, Religious Support, and Well-Being

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics and Pearson bivariate correlations for all variables examined in the study.

Participants reported low scores on r/s struggles, which was in line with the results of other studies (Abu-Raiya et al. 2016; Zarzycka 2017). Regarding religious support, meaning making, and well-being, participants manifested relatively high scores on religious support and meaning making, and moderate scores on well-being. Three sets of correlational results are especially important for the purpose of the study (Table 1). First, three out of six types of r/s struggles—divine, ultimate meaning, and interpersonal—had negative correlations with religious support. Two other types of r/s struggles—demonic and moral—had positive correlations with religious support. Second, ultimate
meaning correlated negatively, while demonic and moral struggle correlated positively with meaning making. Third, divine and ultimate meaning struggle correlated negatively, while moral struggle correlated positively with well-being. Both religious support and meaning making correlated positively with well-being. There were also significant correlations between the RSSS subscales. Thus, we checked how serious the multicollinearity problem was. The tolerance index was lowest at 0.33 and the variance inflation factor (VIF) was highest at 3.01, which suggests that the multicollinearity problem was not serious in our model. Alpha reliability coefficients of all study variables were found to be good and between α = 1.78 and 1.94.


To explain the r/s struggle–well-being link, we performed six mediation analyses in which divine, demonic, moral, interpersonal, ultimate meaning, and doubt struggles were tested as predictors of well-being. Religious support and meaning making were tested as serial mediators in the r/s struggles–well-being link. Using a serial multiple mediator model allowed us to investigate the direct and indirect effects of r/s struggles on well-being while modeling a process in which r/s struggles affect religious support, which in turn affects meaning making, and so forth, concluding with well-being as the final consequent (Hayes 2018).

The direct and indirect effects of moral and demonic struggle on well-being are presented in Figure 1. As Figure 1 illustrates, during demonic (1A) and moral struggle (1B), people reportedly feel supported by their religion, which may help them find meaning in their religious experience, and subsequently strengthen their well-being. The bootstrapped indirect effects of r/s struggle on well-being were as follows: demonic (IE = 0.05, 95% CI [0.024, 0.095]) and moral struggle (IE = 0.03, 95% CI [0.011, 0.0058]). In the case of moral struggle, the indirect effect struggle–meaning making–well-being was also significant (IE = 0.09, 95% CI [0.030, 0.153]), which suggests that some tend to make meaning when they wrestle with attempts to follow moral principles, which in turn may strengthen their well-being.

![Figure 1. Standardized regression coefficients for the relationships between demonic (A) and moral (B) struggle and well-being as mediated by religious support and meaning making. Significance level: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.](image)

However, as Figure 2 illustrates, during divine (A), interpersonal (B), and ultimate meaning (C) struggles, people reportedly feel less support from their religion, which is linked to lower levels of meaning, and subsequently lower well-being. In other words, the greater the struggles in these areas, the less support individuals perceive from their religion, which in turn means that the whole chain of support→meaning→well-being is decreased as well. The bootstrapped indirect effects of r/s struggle on well-being were as follows: divine (IE = −0.02, 95% CI [−0.046, −0.001]), interpersonal (IE = −0.05, 95% CI [−0.086, −0.023]), and ultimate meaning struggle (IE = −0.04, 95% CI [−0.071, −0.015]). In the case of interpersonal struggle, the indirect effect struggle–religious support–well-being was also significant (IE = −0.04, 95% CI [−0.091, −0.001]), which suggests that when people have conflicts with
religious people or institutions, they may feel unsupported by their religion, and low religious support correlated with well-being.

![Diagram of relationships between religious support, meaning making, and well-being](image)

Figure 2. Standardized regression coefficients for the relationships between divine (A), interpersonal (B), ultimate meaning (C), and doubt (D) struggles and Well-Being as mediated by God, congregation, and clergy support. Significance level: *** p < 0.001; * p < 0.05.

In the case of religious doubts struggle, the indirect effect doubt–meaning making–well-being was significant (IE = 0.06, 95% CI [0.006, 0.120]). As Figure 2D illustrates, some people tend to make meaning when they wrestle with religious doubts, and positive meaning making correlated with improved well-being.

Each of the types of struggle tested was no longer a significant predictor of psychological well-being after controlling for the mediators, implying that paths from r/s struggle to PWB were mediated by religious support and meaning making.

4. Discussion

The objective of the current study was to assess the direct and indirect relationships between r/s struggle, religious support, meaning making, and well-being. Six types of r/s struggle were tested: divine, demonic, moral, ultimate meaning, interpersonal, and religious doubt. The average scores on the RSSS scale were found to be lower in comparison with the average scores on religious support, which is in line with the findings of other studies (e.g., Abu-Raiya et al. 2016; Zarzycka 2017). This indicates that faith seems to provide more support than strain.

The types of r/s struggle tested revealed different patterns of associations with religious support, meaning making, and well-being. Divine and ultimate meaning struggles were found to be negatively associated with religious support and well-being. Ultimate meaning struggle correlated negatively with meaning making. Interpersonal struggle correlated negatively with religious support. Demonic and moral struggles were found to be positively associated with religious support and meaning making, and moral struggle also correlated positively with well-being. Religious support and meaning making were confirmed as serial mediators in the r/s struggle–well-being link. More specifically, results from mediation analyses indicated: (1) similar patterns of mediation effects for divine, interpersonal, and ultimate meaning struggles—during divine, interpersonal, and ultimate meaning struggles people reportedly do not feel supported by their religion, and have difficulty in cognitively reframing their religious experience, which was negatively correlated with well-being; (2) similar patterns of mediation
effects for demonic and moral struggles—during demonic or moral struggles people reportedly feel supported by their religion, which may help them find meaning in their religious experience, and positive meaning making correlated with improved well-being; (3) a different pattern of mediation effect for religious doubt—meaning making was the only mediator of the religious doubt–well-being link.

4.1. Direct Relations between R/S Struggle and PWB

The first objective of the study was to assess the relationships between r/s struggle and well-being. The findings are noteworthy in that the present study has used specific types of r/s struggle rather than using r/s struggle as a general term. Although the present study found that different types of r/s struggle—divine, ultimate meaning, and moral struggles—were significant predictors of well-being, it is worth noting that divine and ultimate meaning struggles correlated with PWB negatively, whereas moral struggle correlated positively. These differences suggest the heterogeneity and versatility of the r/s struggle concept. The negative associations between divine and ultimate meaning struggles with well-being suggest that these types of r/s struggles may hold negative implications for psychological well-being. Thus, these findings should not come as too great a surprise given that divine and ultimate meaning struggles are sometimes severe enough to include a questioning of fundamental beliefs and one’s world view (Abu-Raiya et al. 2016). Negative correlations between r/s struggle and well-being have been confirmed in previous studies (Exline et al. 2015; Exline and Martin 2005). The positive associations between moral struggle and well-being highlight the beneficial effect of moral struggle, which has been found in only a few studies (Abu-Raiya et al. 2016; Zarzycka and Zietek 2019). The present findings also add new evidence from the Polish, mostly Catholic population, on the r/s struggle–well-being link in light of the fact that the majority of the previous studies were conducted in Western, mostly American, samples.

4.2. Indirect Relations between R/S Struggle and Well-Being

A second objective of the study was to assess variables that may explain the r/s struggles–well-being links. As a first step in this direction, we turn our attention to religious support, which may be particularly relevant in the r/s struggle context, given the importance of faith to religious people and the faith-related strain they face. As a second step, we turn our attention to meaning making, because we expected that people attempt to understand their adverse experiences, and religion can provide a cognitive and interpretative framework to make sense of them (Park 2013).

Consistent with our prediction, the two variables—religious support and meaning making—mediated the relationships between r/s struggles and well-being, providing evidence both for the nonreductionist and reductionist approach. In line with the nonreductionist approach our findings suggest that the link between r/s struggle and well-being is mediated by religious support, whereas in line with the reductionist approach these findings suggest that this link is mediated by meaning making. Thus, our study provides support for the view that r/s struggle is an expression of both religious and more basic psychological processes (Abu-Raiya and Pargament 2015).

We may conclude that faith-related conflicts are experienced in the broader perspective of the support that religious people reportedly derive from their religion. However, r/s struggles may be a time of feeling abandoned by God, a time when one does not experience God’s support; it may also be a time of feeling close to God and experiencing God’s support, depending on the type of r/s struggle. Thus, the type of r/s struggle and the extent of religious support perceived might work in tandem to predict meaning making and well-being (Ladd and McIntosh 2008). We observed two ways in which r/s struggle and religious support might interplay predicting meaning making and well-being. First, based on the results presented here, God’s support might not constitute a helpful resource for those individuals who are struggling with religious anger in their relationships with God (divine) or concerns about not finding deep meaning in their life (ultimate meaning). Second, the results suggest that religious support might provide a helpful resource for those individuals who are struggling with attempts to follow moral principles or concerns that the devil is tempting or attacking them.
Divine struggles are expressions of conflicts, negative emotions centered on beliefs about God, or tension in relationship to God. Studies indicate that people who experience anger-related struggles with God assign negative intentions to God, are marked by an anxious or ambivalent attachment to God (Exline 2003), feel uncertain about whether God exists, and tend to nonbelief as a way to exit their relationship with God (Exline 2013). These respondents were identified by Exline and Martin (2005) as conflicted believers, an idea in line with Novotni and Petersen (2001) clinical description of emotional atheism. Thus, Kaplan and Schwartz (2008) provide examples in their description of the Biblical God, who is portrayed as a parental figure, involved and caring for his children. If a deity is believed as an authority, one who loves and cares for people, feeling negative emotions toward God or abandoned by God could be seen as an experience difficult to reframe cognitively (Exline et al. 2012). Thus, this perception might be associated with negative consequences (e.g., with lower well-being).

An ultimate meaning struggle involves doubting the importance, purpose, or meaning of one’s life as a whole. The concept of ultimate meaning is rooted in the writings of Frankl (1962) and in the tradition of existential psychology. Ultimate meaning is concerned with the entire nature of existence, spirituality, identity, and the significance of suffering. Struggles of ultimate meaning do not involve tensions about matters of seemingly lesser significance, but center on strivings to understand whether life in general and one’s own life in particular has a deeper, more profound meaning (Wilt et al. 2018). Researchers have shown that people reporting a crisis around meaning show lower levels of both satisfaction with life and positive mood, and higher levels of depression and anxiety (Schnell 2009). The sense of lack of religious support from God during the ultimate meaning struggle underscores the existential and spiritual character of this form of struggle (Wilt et al. 2018).

Some people feel that God supports them when they make an effort to live up to moral religious standards or when they believe that they are in temptation from evil. Religion is often viewed as a foundation of morality by both laypeople and those who study religion scientifically (Ward and King 2018). Thus, when people oppose evil forces or struggle to maintain the moral standards set by theological agents, they may have a sense of God’s support. The image of a God who supports people when they are struggling to follow what they believe is consistent with the biblical image of a God who stands on the side of the faithful. Consequently, some people may develop a religiously oriented meaning-making process (Park 2013), which provides them with a sense of purpose and significance, and thus enhances well-being. This is in line with previous research, which has indicated positive relationships between religiousness, moral, and demonic struggle (Exline et al. 2014; Stauner et al. 2016; Zarzycka et al. 2018). We can conclude that these sorts of struggle may be common facets of religious life. Moreover, earlier research by Zarzycka and Zietek (2019) has confirmed that moral and demonic struggles may even foster well-being, because they can be a source of positive change and lead to spiritual growth.

The observation that moral struggle positively correlates with well-being, because moral struggle is accompanied by religious support, suggests that moral struggle is a different category to moral conflict, in part because moral struggle is correlated negatively with the measures of religiousness (Kroll et al. 2004). When in moral struggle, religious individuals seem to depend on the seriousness of their religious commitment and on the moral standard that is normative for their religious involvement (Ward and King 2018). In the effort made to live up to the moral standards of religion, some people may feel that God is on their side and is their ally, and feeling supported by God may be associated with improved well-being.

Demonization refers to interpreting someone or something as being controlled by destructive powers of a transcendental nature. More specifically, a demonic appraisal is the belief that the devil or demonic forces are directly or indirectly influencing someone or something. Cognitively reframing a negative event as the work of Satan allows a person to make sense of suffering while maintaining beliefs in a benevolent God or a just world (Krumrei et al. 2011). Therefore, the ability to assign adverse events to evil forces may make it easier for some people to gain support from their faith, as it makes it possible to protect their image of God and relationship with God. This may also enhance a
religiously oriented meaning-making process (Park 2013), which would provide a sense of purpose and significance, and is positively associated with well-being (Zarzycka and Zietek 2019).

Finally, our exploratory hypothesis that religious support and meaning making would also mediate the relationship between doubt struggles with well-being was not supported. Meaning making was the only significant mediator in this relationship. Interestingly, when religious doubts are the source of strain, some people attempt to understand and make meaning of their struggle rather than seek support from their religious involvement, and positive meaning making is correlated with improved well-being. This observation may suggest that doubt struggle is of a more cognitive nature.

4.3. Limitations

In regard to the shortcomings of the study, it should be emphasized that the cross-sectional design limits our ability to make a causal interpretation of the findings. Second, the study was based on individuals’ self-reports, and thus, response bias could not be controlled. However, this possibility may be tempered somewhat by the fact that respondents completed the measures anonymously. Third, the sample consisted of adults from one country, dominated mostly by Polish Roman Catholics. Therefore, the results need replication in samples with inclusion of people of different faiths. Fourth, measuring religious support, we did not differentiate three types of support—God, clergy, and congregation support—which might show different patterns of associations with r/s struggle. This also refers to meaning making, which can include more emotional or cognitive processes. In futures studies, after increasing the sample size, we would recommend testing more complex models. Therefore, the results need to be replicated with samples where the current shortcomings are minimized.

The findings are noteworthy in several aspects. First, they suggest that the way r/s struggles affect well-being should be assessed in the context of general religious life, and especially support derived from religion. Second, they show effects of r/s struggles on well-being. Third, they also present some mechanisms explaining the r/s struggle–well-being link.

5. Conclusions

Taken together, this study aimed to investigate the mechanisms of the influence of r/s struggles on well-being. In light of our findings, we can conclude that religious support and meaning making serve as mediators of the relationships between r/s struggles and psychological well-being. Depending on the types of r/s struggle, people may feel that God is their ally and supports them in their struggle or, by contrast, they may feel deprived of God’s support, which can result in an increase or decrease of well-being. During divine, ultimate meaning, and interpersonal struggles people reportedly feel that they are deprived of religious support, which makes it more difficult for them to give meaning to their struggles, and may adversely influence well-being. That is, even though religious support may facilitate meaning, and that in turn supports well-being, experiencing these types of r/s struggles turns down the intensity of this pathway, decreasing its overall impact. Conversely, during moral and demonic struggles, people reportedly feel supported by their religion, which may facilitate assigning meaning to struggles and positively influence well-being. Thus, the findings from this study suggest that struggles may have either a destructive, well-being-reducing potential or may help people improve their psychological well-being (Zarzycka 2017).
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